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Agenda item 8: Outdoor Services Manager’s Report 

 

Since the last meeting of the Amenities and Recreation Committee in November the 

Outdoor Services Team has seen an increase in workload in the cemeteries after a 

fairly quiet year despite original concerns. The team has started to see more burial 

bookings and it appears that this will continue, with funeral directors reporting that they 

are busy. 

 

Cemetery 

The lead up to Christmas is always extremely busy at the cemetery, with an increased 

number of visitors requiring frequent bin emptying and more cars coming and going.  

Christmas day is by far the busiest day of the year in the cemetery with an estimate of 

800-900 visitors. This is based on at least 10 people coming in through the gate every 

five mins at busy times between 10am and 3pm and a lesser amount on the hours 

either side. Christmas Eve and Boxing day are also very busy days, probably on a par 

with Mothering Sunday and Fathers’ Day (approximately 400 visitors each day). 

Visitors generate work for the team as they tend to bring in wrapping for flowers and 

other waste items which need to be collected from overflowing bins during the day to 

keep the cemeteries tidy and looking cared for as visitors would expect. A lot of people 

may only visit at this time of year so this always increases enquires coming in over the 

phone/email and indeed on the doorstep. 

Evening visitors are more of a regular occurrence at this time of year and some visitors 

may try to attend after the cemetery is closed.  The gates are locked earlier at this time 

of year as dusk falls earlier and this can mean that it is not uncommon to find people 

still there in the dark who have forgotten the time. 

The sheep have settled in well, somewhat later than hoped but they have done a fairly 

good job at knocking back the growth and making way for next year’s meadow to 

reappear once again. 

As reported at the last meeting, the Outdoor Services Team have planted the new 

community orchard trees along the northern edge of Boxhill recreation ground with 

help from with Abingdon Carbon Cutters.  Since then the group have planted bulbs 

between the trees. This area may now lend itself to rewilding as negotiating the trees 

and the bank with the ride-on mower may be more difficult. 

 

 

 



Market Place 

During the previous lockdowns the Market Place became popular and that is the case 

currently. While the coffee shops remain open, the Market Place needs an extra visit 

every day of the week from the Outdoor Services Team as the bins are regularly 

overflowing. To help ease this, two wheelie bins have been placed next to the street 

bins. These bins are not very attractive but they are a solution to a hopefully temporary 

problem. 

 

Market Place noticeboard 

At the request of members for some time we have been seeking suppliers and costings 

for a column style noticeboard for the Market Place.  A quote has been obtained from 

a blacksmith in Dundee for an octagonal column. This design is intended to provide a 

facility for flyposting, rather than a more formal parish noticeboard but the shape 

should help to keep posters in a neat arrangement and will help with installation, which 

it should be possible to do by the Outdoor Services team.  The price excluding delivery 

is £1.890 + vat and a picture is below.  A local supplier has provided a quote for a 

similar, tubular column which would cost £3,156.45 + vat, excluding deliver. A picture 

has not yet been supplied.  

Members are asked to consider these options and instruct accordingly. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Flooding 

Over the Christmas period the town once again was at the mercy of the Thames and 

Ock rivers. This did not cause too much trouble on town council land but it did mean 

that the Ock Valley Walk had to be cordoned off due to flooding. 

 

Bus shelters 

The new bus shelters at Oxford Road and the Vineyard are now in situ. The shelter at 

Oxford Road has a wall of perforated steel which is a preferable surface to back onto 

the wall. This can be replicated in other locations when necessary. 

Members may recall that several bus shelters were vandalised. These shelters have 

not had replacement glass fitted as the aim is to avoid a repeat of the vandalism by 

letting some time pass. When the glass is replaced, the bus shelter repair contractors 

may need to address a few other areas of damage on the shelters I consider this to 

be the most cost-effective way of getting this work completed. 

 



Staffing 

I have this week advertised for a new member of staff to bring the works team up to 

full compliment. I hope that I will be able to report positively on this at our next meeting.  

   

Tim Badcock 
Outdoor Services Manager 
12th January 2021 


